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Abstract

We study performance limitations of distributed feedback control in large-scale networked dynamical systems. Specifi-
cally, we address the question of how the performance of distributed integral control is affected by measurement noise.
We consider second-order consensus-like problems modeled over a toric lattice network, and study asymptotic scalings (in
network size) of H2 performance metrics that quantify the variance of nodal state fluctuations. While previous studies
have shown that distributed integral control fundamentally improves these performance scalings compared to distributed
proportional feedback control, our results show that an explicit inclusion of measurement noise leads to the opposite
conclusion. The noise’s impact on performance is shown to decrease with an increased inter-nodal alignment of the local
integral states. However, even though the controller can be tuned for acceptable performance for any given network size,
performance will degrade as the network grows, limiting the scalability of any such controller tuning. In particular, the
requirement for inter-nodal alignment increases with network size. We show that this may in practice imply that very
large and sparse networks will require any integral control to be centralized, rather than distributed. In this case, the
best-achievable performance scaling, which is shown to be that of proportional feedback control, is retrieved.
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1. Introduction

A central issue in the control of networked systems is to
understand and quantify how the limited sensing, actua-
tion and connectivity of a distributed controller structure
affect global performance. A prototypical problem is that
of distributed consensus, where the objective is to drive
a network of agents to the same state, but where each
agent only has access to limited and localized measure-
ments. Natural questions arise as to how well a state of
consensus can be upheld, for example, under external dis-
turbances, and how this depends on the size of sensing
neighborhoods and the topology of the controller. An un-
derstanding of these issues is key in achieving efficient and
robust control performance in a wide range of applications,
including vehicle platooning and formation control prob-
lems, wireless sensor networks and electric power systems.

In response to this issue, an ongoing research trend is to
characterize fundamental limitations of distributed feed-
back control in terms of asymptotic bounds on various
performance metrics [1–7]. In particular, the approach
in [1] was to study distributed static state feedback con-
trollers with locality constraints and derive scalings (in
network size) of the best-achievable performance bounds.
It was shown that a reasonable performance scaling in
sparse networks requires that the local controllers have ac-
cess to measurements of their own states with respect to a
global reference frame, what is referred to as absolute feed-

back. This observation motivated the work in [8, 9] where
it was shown that for double-integrator networks, an abso-
lute measurement of only one of the two states (e.g. posi-
tion or velocity) can suffice. The addition of appropriately
filtered distributed derivative or integral control can then
namely alleviate the performance limitations that applied
to static feedback. In this paper, we consider the same
scenario, and focus on the distributed integral controller
whose superior performance compared to distributed static
feedback was shown in [8].

In line with standard intuition, integral control in net-
worked dynamical systems is motivated by a desire to elim-
inate stationary control errors, and has been proposed in
e.g. [10–14]. In particular, it is important for frequency
control in electric power networks, in order to reject dis-
turbances and drive the system frequency to the desired
setpoint (50 Hz or 60 Hz) [15]. In that context, the inte-
gral action is referred to as secondary frequency control.
It is worth pointing out that while integral control can be
implemented with various degrees of centralization, dis-
tributed approaches may be desirable (or the only feasible
option) in many network applications.

The question that has motivated the present work is to
which extent the superior performance of distributed inte-
gral control compared to standard distributed static feed-
back is robust to measurement noise in the controller. The
apparent reason for the improved performance is namely
that integration of the absolute velocity measurements
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emulates absolute position feedback [8]. Any noise and
bias in the velocity measurements is prevented from caus-
ing destabilizing drifts in this position feedback by a dis-
tributed averaging filter in the controller we consider. Yet,
we show here that noisy measurements may still have a
large impact on performance.

Following the problem setup in [1, 9] we consider net-
worked systems modeled over toric lattices, where the local
dynamics are of second order. We are concerned with the
performance of these systems in terms of nodal variance
measures that capture the notion of network coherence,
and evaluate how these measures scale asymptotically with
the size of the network. An unfavorable scaling of nodal
variance implies that performance will degrade as the net-
work grows. In such cases, the control law in question is
limited in its scalability to large networks.

We show that while the performance of noiseless dis-
tributed integral control scales well, the addition of mea-
surement noise gives rise to its own contribution to nodal
variance with an unfavorable scaling. Even though this
contribution, which is also proportional to the noise inten-
sity, may be small in absolute terms for small networks it
limits the overall scalability of the controller. In fact, it
becomes even worse than with distributed static feedback.

This paper extends the related work in [16], which
treated this problem for electric power networks and with
an alternative performance objective, and deepens the
analysis. In particular, we here study the impact of the
distributed averaging filter directly, and allow it to take
on a different structure than the underlying feedback net-
work. We demonstrate that the inter-nodal alignment of
integral states through this filter is important for perfor-
mance. While this may seem intuitive, we show that the
need for such alignment does not only increase with noise
intensity, but more importantly, with the network size. In
a 1-dimensional lattice, this increase is even faster than
linear. This paper’s main conclusion is therefore that scal-
able integral control in lattice networks can only be imple-
mented in a centralized fashion, or must allow for a very
high connectivity.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. We
introduce the problem formulation in Section 2 and present
the performance scalings with the various controllers in
Section 3. In Section 4 we review the technical framework
from [9] that is used to analyze the scalings in Section 5.
In particular, Section 5 treats the importance of the dis-
tributed averaging filter for the controller scalability. We
present numerical examples in Section 6 and conclude by
a discussion of our findings in Section 7.

2. Problem setup

2.1. Definitions

Consider a network defined on the d-dimensional dis-
crete torus ZdL. This is a lattice with a total of N =
Ld nodes and periodic boundary conditions. In the 1-
dimensional case (d = 1), ZL is simply the N node ring

graph. We will discuss scalings of performance metrics
with respect to the size of the network. The notation ∼ is
used to denote scalings as follows:

u(N) ∼ v(N) ⇔ cv(N) ≤ u(N) ≤ c̄v(N), (1)

for any N > 0, where the fixed constants c, c̄ > 0 are
independent of N . When a scaling is said to hold asymp-
totically, (1) holds for all N ≥ N̄ for some N̄ .

2.2. System dynamics

We treat a networked dynamical system where the local
dynamics are of second order. This means that there are
two d−dimensional states, xk and vk, at each network site
k ∈ ZdL. These states can be thought of as, respectively,
the position and velocity deviations of the kth agent in
a formation control problem, but may also capture, for
example, phase and angular frequency in coupled oscilla-
tor networks (see Example 1). The system dynamics are
modeled as follows (omitting the states’ time-dependence
in the notation):

[
ẋ
v̇

]
=

[
0 I
F G

] [
x
v

]
+

[
0
I

]
u+

[
0
I

]
w, (2)

where u is a control input and w models an uncorre-
lated disturbance entering at every network site. The lin-
ear feedback operators F and G define convolutions of
the states x and v with the function arrays f = {fk}
and g = {gk} over ZdL, i.e., (Fx)k =

∑
l∈ZdL fk−lxl.

1 This

structure implies that the state feedback is spatially in-
variant with respect to ZdL. We refer to the system (2) as
subject to static feedback if the control input u = 0, since
the feedback in this case is simply proportional to state
deviations.2 An example of the dynamics (2) is nearest-
neighbor consensus for d = 1:

ẍk= v̇k=f+(xk+1−xk) + f−(xk−1−xk) + g+(vk+1−vk)

+ g−(vk−1−vk)− foxk − govk + uk + wk, (3)

where f+, f−, fo, g+, g−, go ≥ 0 are fixed gains. We re-
fer to terms like (xk+1−xk) as relative feedback and to
terms like −foxk as absolute feedback. Absolute feedback
is well-known to be beneficial for control performance in
networked dynamical systems, but the corresponding mea-
surements are often not available (see e.g. [1, 17]). Here,
we therefore make the following assumption on the system:

1Both the state and the function arrays are d-dimensional. The
convolution is thus multi-dimensional and the multi-indices k and l
are added as k+ l = (k1, . . . , kd)+(l1, . . . , ld) = (k1 + l1, . . . , kd + ld).
To simplify the reading of this short letter, we will avoid the multi-
index notation. A more detailed treatment of technicalities related
to the states’ dimensionality is found in [9].

2Alternatively, any control on the form u = Fux + Guv, where
Fu and Gu satisfy Assumptions A1–A4 is possible. W.L.O.G. we
can then assume u = 0 and absorb Fu and Gu in (2).
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Assumption A1 (Relative position measurements). Only
relative measurements of the state x are available, so
the feedback can only involve differences between states of
neighboring nodes. For the feedback operator F , this im-
plies that

∑
k∈ZdL fk = 0 and in (3) that fo = 0.

That is, while each local controller has access to an ab-
solute measurement of its (generalized) velocity, Assump-
tion A1 implies that it cannot measure its position with
respect to a global reference frame. Consider also the fol-
lowing example from electric power systems:

Example 1 (Frequency control in power networks). Syn-
chronization in power networks is typically studied through
a system of coupled swing equations. Under some simpli-
fying assumptions, the linearized swing equation, also re-
ferred to as droop control, can be written as:

mθ̈k + dθ̇k = −
∑

j∈Nk
bkj(θk − θj) + Pm,k + uk, (4)

where θk is the phase angle and ωk = θ̇k the frequency
deviation at node k, and m and d are, respectively, iner-
tia and damping coefficients. The parameter bkj = bjk is
the susceptance of the (k, j)th power line model, Nk is the
neighbor set of node k and Pm,k is a net power injection.
Here, uk is called a secondary control input. The dynam-
ics (4) can be cast as the system (2), with x =̂ θ, v =̂ ω
and treating fluctuations in Pm,k as the disturbance wk.

We remark that the analysis here is not limited to
nearest-neighbor feedback, but we assume that measure-
ments are available from a neighborhood of width 2q. As
in [1, 9], we make the following additional assumptions:

Assumption A2 (Locality). All feedback operators use
measurements from a local neighborhood of width 2q, where
the feedback window q is independent of L. For the feed-
back operator F , this means that fk = 0 if |k| > q.

Assumption A3 (Reflection symmetry). The feedback
interactions on ZdL are symmetric around each site k. For
example in (3) this requires f+ = f− and g+ = g−.

Assumption A4 (Coordinate decoupling). The feedback
in each of the d coordinate directions is decoupled from the
components in the other coordinates. The array elements
associated with all feedback operators are also isotropic.

2.3. Distributed integral control

Consider the following control input to the system (2):

u = z

ż = −covm +Az,
(5)

where vm is the velocity measured by the controller (for
now, let vm = v), co > 0 is a fixed (integral) gain and A is
a feedback operator subject to the same assumptions as F .
An example of the control law (5) is:

u̇k = żk = a+(zk+1 − zk) + a−(zk−1 − zk)− covmk , (6)

Figure 1: Example structure of the distributed integral con-
troller. The inter-nodal alignment of integral states zk takes
place over a communication network (dashed lines), while the
state feedback interactions take place over the physical network
(solid lines). It is an example of a so-called multiplex network.

where a+, a− > 0 are fixed gains. This controller inte-
grates the absolute velocity measurements, but also aligns
the integral state z over the network through the consen-
sus or distributed averaging filter represented by the op-
erator A. The purpose of this alignment is to prevent
drifts in the integral states zk (due to noise or bias), which
would otherwise destabilize the system [15]. It is useful
to think of the information exchange through A as tak-
ing place over a communication network layer, separate
from the physical network. This layered structure results
in what is sometimes referred to as a multiplex network
(see e.g. [14]). The setup is illustrated in Figure 1.

This type of controller has been proposed in the con-
text of power system frequency control in [15, 18] for the
elimination of stationary control errors that arise through
standard droop control. Its key advantage is that it can
be implemented in a distributed fashion. It is therefore
more amenable to modern power networks with increas-
ingly distributed generation than traditional, centralized
secondary frequency control.

3. Performance of static feedback vs. distributed
integral control

We are concerned with the performance of the sys-
tem (2), and in particular, with how well the performance
of a fixed control law scales as the network size N → ∞.
In line with related work [1–5, 8], we characterize perfor-
mance through the steady state variance of nodal state
fluctuations, when the system is driven by a white noise
disturbance input w that is uncorrelated across the input
channels, that is, the network sites. For a system of size
N , this variance can be characterized through the squared
H2 norm from w to a performance output y:

VN :=
∑

k∈ZdL

lim
t→∞

E{yTk (t)yk(t)}. (7)

We consider the following performance measurements:
Definition 1 (Global error).

yk = xk −
1

N

∑

l∈ZdL

xl (8)
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Table 1: Asymptotic performance scalings for the system (2) with (i) u = 0 (static feedback), (ii) u as in (5) with vm = v
(distributed integral control, noiseless) and (iii) u as in (5) with vm = v + εη (noisy distributed integral control). Scalings are up
to a constant independent of network size N , algorithm parameter β = max{||f ||∞, ||g||∞} and relative noise intensity ε.

Local error Global error

(i) Static feedback VN ∼ 1
β for any d VN ∼ 1

β





N d = 1

logN d = 2

1 d ≥ 3

(ii) Distributed integral control (noiseless) VN ∼ 1
β for any d VN ∼ 1

β for any d

(iii) Noisy distributed integral control VN ∼ 1
β + ε2

β





N d = 1

logN d = 2

1 d ≥ 3

VN ∼ 1
β + ε2

β





N3 d = 1

N d = 2

N1/3 d = 3

logN d = 4

1 d ≥ 5

This quantity measures the deviation of each state with
respect to the network average and is therefore a measure
of global disorder.

Definition 2 (Local error).

yk = xk − xk−1 (9)

This quantity measures the deviation of each state with
respect to its nearest neighbor and is therefore a measure
of local disorder.

Throughout this paper, we consider the per-site vari-
ance, which is obtained by simply dividing the total H2

norm by the system size N . As the systems we consider
are spatially invariant, the per-site variance is independent
of the site k.

Definition 3 (Per-site variance).

VN = lim
t→∞

E{yTk (t)yk(t)} =
VN

N
. (10)

We are interested in the scaling of the per-site vari-
ance VN with the system size N as it grows asymptoti-
cally. If VN scales slowly in N , we call the system more
coherent than one in which VN scales faster. It is only if
the variance VN is bounded in N that we can say that a
control law is scalable to large networks.

The following results, of which (i) appeared in [1, Corol-
lary 3.2] and (ii) follows from [8, Corollary 1] are the main
motivation for this work.

Result 1 (Performance scalings). Consider the system (2)
and let Assumptions A1–A4 hold. Assume that the veloc-
ity measurements are noiseless, that is, vm = v. Then,
Table 1 lists the asymptotic scaling of the per-site vari-
ance VN with

(i) Static feedback, i.e., where the secondary control in-
put u = 0, and

(ii) Distributed integral control with u given in (5).

Remark 1. With respect to the local error, the distributed
integral controller offers no improvement in terms of the
scaling of the per-site variance compared to static feedback.
In absolute terms, however, the variance is reduced (see
Proposition 5 and note that |ϕ(θ)| > 0).

3.1. Limitations due to noisy measurements

Result 1 demonstrated that distributed integral control
on the form (5), aside from its benefits in eliminating sta-
tionary control errors, can fundamentally improve perfor-
mance in terms of the per-site variance of the global error.
As discussed in [8], this improvement can be attributed to
the fact that the integration of absolute velocity measure-
ments can provide a substitute for the otherwise lacking
absolute position feedback. It turns out, however, that
this result is very sensitive to the accuracy of the absolute
velocity measurements, and may change radically if they
are subject to noise.

Here, let us therefore model additive measurement noise
and let the velocity measurement in (5) be

vm = v + η,

where the vector η contains uncorrelated white noise with
the relative intensity ε defined through E{η(τ)ηT (t)} =
εE{w(τ)wT (t)}. Inserting into (2) gives:



ż
ẋ
v̇


 =



A 0 −coI
0 0 I
I F G





z
x
v


+




0 −coεI
0 0
I 0


 w̄, (11)

where w̄ ∈ R2N is a vector of uncorrelated white noise.
Evaluating local and global performance scalings for this
system leads to the following result.

Result 2 (Performance scalings with noise). Consider
the system (11) and let Assumptions A1–A4 hold. Then,
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row (iii) of Table 1 lists the asymptotic scaling of the per
site variance VN .

Proof. Follows from the upcoming Proposition 5 and
Corollaries 6–7.

Result 2 reveals that the measurement noise η leads to
an unfavorable scaling of both local and global error vari-
ance – even worse than with static feedback. This may not
be an issue for small networks, as the variance is scaled by
the factor ε2, which can be very small (recall, ε repre-
sents the intensity of the measurement noise η relative to
the process disturbance w). However, performance will
deteriorate as the network size grows, thus limiting the
scalability of distributed integral control.

Remark 2. Here, we have assumed that the velocity en-
ters without noise in the system dynamics (2). It may
also be reasonable to model the same noise there, so that
v̇ = Fx+G(v+η)+u+w. This can, however, be shown not
to affect the qualitative system behavior discussed here [19].

4. The H2 norm density and asymptotic perfor-
mance scalings

We now review the technical results that were used to
derive Table 1, and which will be needed to further ana-
lyze the impact of control design on performance. These
results can all be found in [9] along with a more detailed
discussion.

4.1. Diagonalization using Fourier transforms

The systems considered in this paper can all be
block-diagonalized by the spatial discrete Fourier Trans-
form (DFT). For a feedback operator F with associated

function array f : ZdL → R, this is defined as f̂n :=∑
k∈ZdL fke

−i 2πL n·k, where n = (n1, . . . , nd) is a wavenum-

ber. All feedback operators considered herein are local by
Assumption A2. They can therefore be unambiguously re-
defined onto the infinite lattice Zd by adding zero entries
wherever |k| > q. The Z-transform can then be taken as

f̂(θ) :=
∑
k∈Zd fke

−iθ·k, where θ = (θ1, . . . , θd) ∈ [−π, π]d

is a spatial frequency.
It is now easy to see that the DFT is sub-samples of the

Z-transform at each wavenumber:

f̂n = f̂

(
θ =

2π

L
n

)
, n ∈ ZdL. (12)

We refer to f̂n and f̂(θ) as (generalized) Fourier sym-
bols.For the general state-space system

ψ̇ = Aψ + Bw
y = Cψ

(13)

we can obtain the matrix-valued DFTs Ân, B̂n, Ĉn, which
are subsamples of the Z-transforms Â(θ), B̂(θ), Ĉ(θ). The
eigenvalues of A are then simply all eigenvalues of Â(θ) as
θ = 2π

L n, n ∈ ZdL.

Example 2. For the system (2) with static feedback (u =
0) we have

A(θ) =

[
0 1

f̂(θ) ĝ(θ)

]
, B(θ) =

[
0
1

]

where f̂(θ) = −∑k∈Zd fk(1− cos(θ · k)) and ĝ(θ) = −go−∑
k∈Zd gk(1− cos(θ · k)).

For the output measurement (8) we have that
Ĉ(θ) =

[
1 0

]
for θ 6= 0. For the local error it holds

Ĉ∗(θ)Ĉ(θ) =

[
l̂(θ) 0
0 0

]
with l̂(θ) = 2(1−cos θ). In both

cases, Ĉ(θ = 0) = 0 and the subsystem (Â(0), Ĉ(0)) is
therefore unobservable.

4.2. H2 norm evaluation

Provided that Â(θ) is Hurwitz for all θ 6= 0, the per-site
variance VN from (10) can be evaluated as

VN =
1

N

∑

θ= 2π
L n

n∈ZdL\{0}

tr
(
B̂∗(θ)P̂ (θ)B̂(θ)

)
, (14)

where the observability Gramian P̂ (θ) at each θ 6= 0 can
be obtained by solving the Lyapunov equation

Â∗(θ)P̂ (θ) + P̂ (θ)Â(θ) = −Ĉ∗(θ)Ĉ(θ). (15)

The summand in (14) captures the distribution of the per-
site variance VN over the spatial frequency θ. We will
therefore refer to it as the (per-site) H2 norm density:

Definition 4 (Per-site H2 norm density).

p̂(θ) = tr
(
B̂∗(θ)P̂ (θ)B̂(θ)

)
.

4.3. Bounds on asymptotic scalings

The behavior of the H2 norm density determines the
scaling of the per-site variance with the network size N .
In particular, if p̂(θ) is uniformly bounded for θ ∈ [−π, π]d,
then VN is bounded in N . However, p̂(θ) has a singularity
at θ = 0 if Â(0) is non-Hurwitz. For example, Â(0) is
non-Hurwitz with static feedback as a consequence of As-
sumption A1. While the point at θ = 0 is excluded from
the sum in (14), the singularity causes an unfavorable scal-
ing of VN . Consider the following Lemma:

Lemma 3. [9, Lemma 4.2] Assume the H2 norm density
is such that

p̂(θ) ∼ 1

βp
· 1

|θ|r (16)

for θ ∈ [−π, π]d, where β is an algorithm parameter, p
and r are constants, and | · | denotes the Euclidean norm.
Then, the per-site variance VN scales asymptotically as

VN ∼
1

βp





Lr−d if d < r

logL if d = r

1 if d > r.

(17)
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The systems considered in this paper all have H2 norm
densities that can be written as in (16) with r ∈ {0, 2, 4}.
To show this, the following Lemma is needed:

Lemma 4. [9, Lemma 6.3] For any admissible F that sat-
isfies Assumptions A1–A4, it holds

f̂(θ) ∼ −β|θ|2, (18)

where β = ||f ||∞. For G, which contains absolute feedback,
it holds ĝ(θ) ∼ −go.

Any feedback operators (such as A) subject to the same
assumptions as F or G have the same behavior. There-
fore, the Fourier symbol for the local error measurement
satisfies l̂(θ) ∼ |θ|2.

Example 3. Consider the system from Example 2. By
solving the Lyapunov equation (15) with the outputs (8)
and (9), we obtain the H2 norm densities as

p̂global(θ) =
1

2f̂(θ)ĝ(θ)
, p̂local(θ) =

l̂(θ)

2f̂(θ)ĝ(θ)
(19)

Lemma 4 reveals that p̂global(θ) ∼ 1
β|θ|2 and p̂local(θ) ∼ 1

β .

The scalings in Table 1 for static feedback then follow from
Lemma 3.

5. Improving the scalability of integral control

Let us now consider a situation where the system (2)
is fixed and the design of the distributed integral con-
troller (5) for performance is of interest. In Proposition 5
below, we show that the error variance consists of two
terms due to, respectively, disturbances and measurement
noise. For any given system of a fixed network size, it
is possible to trade off these terms and to optimize the
control design, as was the focus in [16]. However, the un-
favorable scaling of the error variance due to measurement
noise sets fundamental limitations to the scalability of any
such control design to large networks. A numerical ex-
ample showcasing this issue is shown in Figure 2. The
objective of this work, rather than to solve a performance
optimization problem for a given system, is to point to the
underlying limitations.

To enable this analysis, consider the following H2 norm
density expressions

Proposition 5. The H2 norm density of the system (11)
with respect to the global error measurement (8) is:

p̂(θ)=
1

2f̂(θ)
· 1

ϕ(θ) + ĝ(θ)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

p̂w(θ)

+
ε2

â(θ)
· co

2f̂(θ)
· 1

1 + ĝ(θ)ϕ−1(θ)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

p̂η(θ)

.

(20)
The H2 norm density with respect to the local error mea-
surement (9) is:

p̂(θ)=
l̂(θ)

2f̂(θ)
· 1

ϕ(θ) + ĝ(θ)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

p̂w(θ)

+
ε2

â(θ)
· co l̂(θ)
2f̂(θ)

· 1

1 + ĝ(θ)ϕ−1(θ)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

p̂η(θ)

(21)

10 20 30 40 50

0.035

0.04

0.045

0.05

N

V
N

Static/Centralized

ā = 2

ā = 4

ā = 8

Figure 2: Scaling of local error variance with static feedback
vs. noisy distributed integral control in 1D lattice. For a given
network size N , it is possible to set the gain ā in the distributed
averaging filter A so that the integral controller performs better
than static feedback. Yet, no such controller scales well in N .
A centralized integral controller on the form (22), which corre-
sponds to ā→∞, will however have the same performance as
static feedback for any N .

where

ϕ(θ) =
co(â(θ) + ĝ(θ))

â2(θ) + ĝ(θ)â(θ)− f̂(θ)
.

Here, p̂w(θ) corresponds to the H2 norm density of the
system with noiseless distributed integral control and p̂η(θ)
represents the contribution from the measurement noise.

Proof. The result follows from diagonalizing the sys-
tem (11) through Fourier transforms in line with Exam-
ple 2, and then solving the corresponding Lyapunov equa-
tion (15). The contributions from the disturbance inputs w
and η can be separated since they are uncorrelated.

The following corollaries lead to the results in Table 1.

Corollary 6. It holds that p̂w(θ) is uniformly bounded
with respect to both global and local error, that is, r = 0 in
Lemma 3.

Proof. Substituting the scalings from Lemma 4 into the
expressions in Proposition 5 reveals that ϕ(θ) ∼ 1/β|θ|2.

The product f̂(θ)ϕ(θ) is thus bounded away from zero and
the result follows.

Corollary 7. It holds p̂η(θ) ∼ ε2/β|θ|4, or r = 4 (global
error), and p̂η(θ) ∼ ε2/β|θ|2, or r = 2 (local error).

Proof. Lemma 4 gives that ϕ−1(θ) ∼ β|θ|2. Since f̂(θ) ∼
−β|θ|2, â(θ) ∼ ā|θ|2, the product f̂(θ)â(θ) ∼ −β|θ|4 and
the result follows.

5.1. From distributed to centralized integral control

Under the given assumptions, the performance scal-
ings in Table 1 hold with any design of the integral con-
troller (5). That is, for any fixed, finite gain co and any
operator A with fixed, finite gains and subject to a lo-
cality constraint. We now inquire whether better scalings
can be achieved if these assumptions were relaxed. And
if so, how must the controller be adjusted? The following
conclusions can be drawn from Proposition 5:
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a. It is not possible to set â = 0 as in that case, p̂η(θ) =∞.

b. If â(θ) → ∞, or co → 0, then p̂η(θ) → 0, that is, the
noise contribution to the variance vanishes.
At the same time, ϕ(θ)→ 0 and p̂w(θ) becomes as with
static feedback (compare (20)–(21) to (19)).

c. If â(θ) is bounded away from zero, then p̂η(θ) ∼
ε2/β|θ|2 (global error) and p̂η(θ) ∼ ε2/β (local error).
At the same time, ϕ(θ) becomes uniformly bounded
and p̂w(θ) ∼ 1/β|θ|2 (global error), while p̂w(θ) ∼ 1/β
(local error), that is, the same as with static feedback.

Using these observations, the following result is derived:

Proposition 8. The best-achievable performance scaling
for the noisy integral controlled system (11) is that of dis-
tributed static feedback in Table 1.

Proof. First, note that for any fixed co > 0 and â(θ), the
scalings in Table 1 hold. For a better performance scal-
ing, the behavior of p̂η(θ) in θ must change for the better
(r in Lemma 3 must decrease). This can only happen if
co → 0, â(θ)→∞ or if â(θ) becomes bounded away from
zero. As p̂w(θ) and p̂η(θ) have inverse dependencies on the
function ϕ(θ) in which both co and â(θ) appear, this will
lead to cases b and c above.

This means that the system can never have bounded
variance in terms of the global error measurement (8).
However, a bounded variance and thus scalability in terms
of the local error (9) can be achieved by a re-tuning of the
controller. Analyzing the cases b and c above shows that
the best-achievable performance scaling can be retrieved
in three ways, which we discuss next.

5.1.1. Decreasing the integral gain co
Decreasing the gain co reduces the impact of the mea-

surement noise η. To counteract the unfavorable scaling
of p̂η(θ), it must be ensured that co/â(θ) is uniformly
bounded in θ. Since by Lemma 4, â(θ) ∼ −ā|θ|2, this
requires co ∼ min |θ|2.

The smallest wavenumber that contributes to the error
variance in (14) corresponds to θmin = 2π/L. This implies
that co must be decreased as 1/L2. As the network grows,
this implies co → 0 and the integral action is eliminated.
In this case, the control input u is simply not used.

5.1.2. Increasing the distributed averaging gain

For a fixed co, the distributed averaging gain can be
increased so that â(θ) becomes bounded away from zero
even as L increases. Recall that â(θ) ∼ −ā|θ|2 where ā =
||a||∞. This need not approach zero if ā ∼ 1/|θ|2.

Again, θmin = 2π/L, meaning that ā must be increased
as L2. This implies that we must require ā→∞ when the
lattice size L grows.

While an infinite gain in distributed averaging is not fea-
sible in practice, the same result can be realized as central-
ized averaging integral control. Here, a central controller

has instantaneous access to the integral states at all nodes.
The control signal uk is then the same for all k ∈ ZdL:

uk = z;

ż =
1

N

∑

k∈ZdL

vmk .
(22)

It is not difficult to show that this controller has the same
performance with respect to the errors (8) and (9) as static
feedback.

5.1.3. Increasing communication network connectivity

By relaxing Assumption A2 of locality for A, we can also
bound â(θ) away from zero. Let qA := maxak 6=0 |k| define
the width of the feedback window in the communication
network and consider the following lemma:

Lemma 9. If qA ∼ L2/3, then |â (θ = 2π/L) | ≥ δ for
any L, where δ is a positive constant.

Proof. See Appendix.

This means that if the connectivity of the communica-
tion network is allowed to scale as qA ∼ L2/3 = N2/3d,
then â(θ) stays bounded away from zero as θ → 0.

Allowing qA to increase with the lattice size L implies
that new connections must be established as the network
grows, and that a very high connectivity is required in
large networks. This is practically challenging for large
networks, and a centralized approach may be preferable.

5.2. Implications for distributed integral control

This section has shown that the distributed averaging
filter A in the controller (5) is important for performance.
Recall that the role of the filter A is to align the con-
trollers’ integral states zk across the network, in order to
gain robustness to measurement noise and bias. Previous
results reported in [8, 20, 21] have indicated that “little”
inter-nodal alignment (i.e., small gains ā and few inter-
connections in the communication network) is optimal for
performance in the absence of measurement noise. It is in-
tuitively clear, that the inter-nodal alignment through A
becomes increasingly important if measurement noise is
considered explicitly.

Our results, however, reveal that it is not enough to
scale the distributed averaging gain ā with the noise in-
tensity, here parameterized through ε. Perhaps surpris-
ingly, the need for inter-nodal alignment instead grows
with the network size. It is required that the distributed
averaging gain ā ∼ L2 = N2/d, which for large, sparse
networks in principle requires centralized integral control.
Alternatively, the feedback window must be scaled so that
qA ∼ L2/3 = N2/3d. We demonstrate some of these results
in the next section.

6. Numerical examples

We present two numerical examples to illustrate the im-
plications of this paper’s main results in applications.
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Figure 3: Subset of position trajectories in a 100 vehicle platoon regulated according to (3). Each vehicle is subjected to an
independent random forcing at each time step in the simulation (the transients are not displayed). Under noiseless distributed
integral control (b), the formation remains rigid with well-regulated spacings under such forcings – it is coherent. The coherence is
lost if the velocity measurements from the speedometers are noisy (c). Increasing the connectivity of the controller’s communication
network from qA = 1 to qA = 11 as in (d) approximately retrieves the performance of static feedback (a).

6.1. Lack of coherence in vehicle platoons

The performance limitations discussed in this paper are
most severe for systems built over 1-dimensional lattice
networks. Vehicle platooning problems, where vehicles are
driven in a string formation, can therefore be expected
to be fundamentally challenging if they are large. Here,
we consider a platooning problem where each vehicle con-
trols its velocity according to (3). The position xk and
velocity vk represent deviations from the kth vehicle’s de-
sired trajectory x̄k(t) = v̄t + k�, where v̄ is the cruising
velocity and � is a desired inter-vehicle spacing. The dis-
turbances wk capture random forcings on each vehicle.

In Figure 3, we have simulated an N = 100 vehicle pla-
toon controlled with (a) static feedback, (b) Noiseless dis-
tributed integral control, and (c) Noisy distributed inte-
gral control. As predicted by Table 1, the formation is
fully coherent under distributed integral control, provided
the measurements are noiseless. If they are not, it causes
a lack of coherence in the platoon that manifests as wave-
like motions across the length of the platoon (see also [1]).
The same behavior is visible, but to a lesser degree, under
static feedback.

In the simulation (d), we have allowed the communica-
tion network connectivity to increase in order to mitigate
the impact of the measurement noise. Here, the size of
the feedback window is 2qA = 22. As predicted by Sec-
tion 5.1.3, this gives a performance similar to static feed-
back. This performance could be maintained also if the
platoon grows by letting qA ⇠ N2/3.

Note that while the theoretical results in this paper are
derived for spatially invariant systems (lattices with peri-
odic boundary conditions), the simulated vehicle platoon
has no connection between the first and last vehicles. It is
also heterogeneous in the sense that the coupling strengths
f+, f�, g+, g� between all vehicles were assigned random
values in the interval [0.5, 1.5]. The simulation shows that
our results seem robust to such violations of the spatial
invariance assumption.

6.2. Transient performance in power networks

The distributed integral controller we consider has, as
previously mentioned, been proposed for secondary fre-
quency control in power networks. Our results imply that
this controller’s scalability is limited if its frequency mea-
surements are imperfect. As an example, consider the
droop controller from Example 1. In this context, the
distributed integral controller can be written

uk = zk

żk = �co!
m
k �

X

j2N A
k

aij(zk � zj),

where N A
k denotes the neighbor set of node k in the com-

munication network.
Figure 4 displays synchronization trajectories for a hy-

pothetical set of identical power generators (m = 20
2⇡·60

and d = 10
2⇡·60 ) placed at each node of, respectively, the

IEEE 14 bus and 118 bus benchmark topologies [22], after
an initial perturbation in the net power load. We compare
the transient when the controllers have perfect frequency
measurements to the case when the measurements have an
initial error.

The scenario in the simulation corresponds to an alter-
native interpretation of the (squared) H2 norm, namely as
the time integral of the system response

R1
0

E{yT (t)y(t)}
when the initial condition  0 is a random variable with
E{ 0 

T
0 } = BBT and the input is zero (see e.g. [23]). Re-

call that the variance VN from Definition 3 represents a
normalized H2 norm. Therefore, the scalings in Table 1
also o↵er insights to the simulated scenario.

The simulation shows that the impact of frequency mea-
surement errors on the transient performance is many
times greater in the larger 118 bus network than in the
small 14 bus network (compare, respectively, (a) to (b) and
(d) to (e) and note the time scale). Here, the topology of
the communication network is identical to the underlying
power network. Replacing this structure by the central-
ized integral controller in (22), however, notably improves
scalability (compare (f) to (e)).
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6.1. Lack of coherence in vehicle platoons

The performance limitations discussed in this paper are
most severe for systems built over 1-dimensional lattice
networks. Vehicle platooning problems, where vehicles are
driven in a string formation, can therefore be expected
to be fundamentally challenging if they are large. Here,
we consider a platooning problem where each vehicle con-
trols its velocity according to (3). The position xk and
velocity vk represent deviations from the kth vehicle’s de-
sired trajectory x̄k(t) = v̄t + k∆, where v̄ is the cruising
velocity and ∆ is a desired inter-vehicle spacing. The dis-
turbances wk capture random forcings on each vehicle.

In Figure 3, we have simulated an N = 100 vehicle pla-
toon controlled with (a) static feedback, (b) Noiseless dis-
tributed integral control, and (c) Noisy distributed inte-
gral control. As predicted by Table 1, the formation is
fully coherent under distributed integral control, provided
the measurements are noiseless. If they are not, it causes
a lack of coherence in the platoon that manifests as wave-
like motions across the length of the platoon (see also [1]).
The same behavior is visible, but to a lesser degree, under
static feedback.

In the simulation (d), we have allowed the communica-
tion network connectivity to increase in order to mitigate
the impact of the measurement noise. Here, the size of
the feedback window is 2qA = 22. As predicted by Sec-
tion 5.1.3, this gives a performance similar to static feed-
back. This performance could be maintained also if the
platoon grows by letting qA ∼ N2/3.

Note that while the theoretical results in this paper are
derived for spatially invariant systems (lattices with peri-
odic boundary conditions), the simulated vehicle platoon
has no connection between the first and last vehicles. It is
also heterogeneous in the sense that the coupling strengths
f+, f−, g+, g− between all vehicles were assigned random
values in the interval [0.5, 1.5]. The simulation shows that
our results seem robust to such violations of the spatial
invariance assumption.

6.2. Transient performance in power networks

The distributed integral controller we consider has, as
previously mentioned, been proposed for secondary fre-
quency control in power networks. Our results imply that
this controller’s scalability is limited if its frequency mea-
surements are imperfect. As an example, consider the
droop controller from Example 1. In this context, the
distributed integral controller can be written

uk = zk

żk = −coωmk −
∑

j∈NAk

aij(zk − zj),

where NA
k denotes the neighbor set of node k in the com-

munication network.
Figure 4 displays synchronization trajectories for a hy-

pothetical set of identical power generators (m = 20
2π·60

and d = 10
2π·60 ) placed at each node of, respectively, the

IEEE 14 bus and 118 bus benchmark topologies [22], after
an initial perturbation in the net power load. We compare
the transient when the controllers have perfect frequency
measurements to the case when the measurements have an
initial error.

The scenario in the simulation corresponds to an alter-
native interpretation of the (squared) H2 norm, namely as
the time integral of the system response

∫∞
0

E{yT (t)y(t)}
when the initial condition ψ0 is a random variable with
E{ψ0ψ

T
0 } = BBT and the input is zero (see e.g. [23]). Re-

call that the variance VN from Definition 3 represents a
normalized H2 norm. Therefore, the scalings in Table 1
also offer insights to the simulated scenario.

The simulation shows that the impact of frequency mea-
surement errors on the transient performance is many
times greater in the larger 118 bus network than in the
small 14 bus network (compare, respectively, (a) to (b) and
(d) to (e) and note the time scale). Here, the topology of
the communication network is identical to the underlying
power network. Replacing this structure by the central-
ized integral controller in (22), however, notably improves
scalability (compare (f) to (e)).
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Figure 4: Simulation of synchronization transients in a power network where a generator has been placed at each node of the IEEE
14 and 118 bus network topologies. The plots display deviations of generator phase angles from their respective setpoints after an
initial perturbation in the net power loads and, in (b),(c),(e), and (f), an error in each integral controllers frequency measurement.
The measurement error limits the scalability of the distributed integral controller. It therefore has a significant impact on the
transient performance of the 118 bus network, see (e) and note the scale. Reverting to centralized averaging integral control as
in (22) improves performance, see (f).

The topologies of the 14 and 118 bus test cases di↵er
from the regular lattices considered in this paper. How-
ever, they are planar graphs and can therefore be embed-
ded in a 2D lattice. This means that the 2D lattice gives
a lower bound on their performance, see [9] for an elabo-
ration. We can therefore expect, at best, a linear scaling
of the normalized H2 norm with noisy distributed integral
control, but logarithmic with centralized integral control.

7. Discussion

We conclude this paper by a brief discussion of our find-
ings and some directions for future work.

7.1. Control design for finite size networks

The focus of this paper has been to characterize limita-
tions of distributed integral control in terms of the scaling
of H2 performance to large networks. We showed that such
limitations arise due to noisy measurements, and can only
be alleviated by asymptotically increasing the amount of
inter-nodal alignment between controllers.

Naturally, any real-world application will have a finite
number of nodes, and the controller can thus always be
tuned for acceptable performance. Our results imply, how-
ever, that such a tuning cannot be done independently of
the network size. Therefore, even though the controller is
implemented in a distributed fashion, its tuning requires
global knowledge.

7.2. Alternative dynamic feedback and nodal dynamics

A natural question to ask is whether there are other dis-
tributed integral control designs for the system (2), which

are not subject to the same performance limitations. In
general, one can set u = z, ż = Az + Bx + Cvm, where
A, B, C are feedback operators. Even with a controller
on this form it is possible to show a result in line with
Proposition 8. It is important to note, however, that the
important property of load sharing is lost if B 6= 0. Load
sharing implies that the control e↵ort in regulating a con-
stant disturbance is shared equally (or proportionally) be-
tween controllers. Therefore, even though a controller with
B 6= 0 can achieve the same performance as static feed-
back, it may not be desirable in practice.

Another important question is that of higher-order
nodal dynamics (here they were of second order). In this
case, the situation di↵ers depending on whether there is
absolute feedback from additional states (such as damp-
ing terms) or only relative feedback. Relative localized
feedback, as we considered here, does not scale well to
large networks with high-order dynamics – stability tends
to be lost [19, Chapter 5]. It is, however, an open question
whether more intricate nodal dynamics (with further ab-
solute states) could be exploited to alleviate performance
limitations.

7.3. Network heterogeneity

The results in this paper were derived under the as-
sumption of spatial invariance. This allowed us to obtain
closed-form expressions for H2 norms and their scalings.
In particular, the assumption enabled an analysus of a type
of multiplex controller structure (see Figure 1), where the
communication network can di↵er in connectivity from the
underlying physical network.
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The topologies of the 14 and 118 bus test cases differ
from the regular lattices considered in this paper. How-
ever, they are planar graphs and can therefore be embed-
ded in a 2D lattice. This means that the 2D lattice gives
a lower bound on their performance, see [9] for an elabo-
ration. We can therefore expect, at best, a linear scaling
of the normalized H2 norm with noisy distributed integral
control, but logarithmic with centralized integral control.

7. Discussion

We conclude this paper by a brief discussion of our find-
ings and some directions for future work.

7.1. Control design for finite size networks

The focus of this paper has been to characterize limita-
tions of distributed integral control in terms of the scaling
ofH2 performance to large networks. We showed that such
limitations arise due to noisy measurements, and can only
be alleviated by asymptotically increasing the amount of
inter-nodal alignment between controllers.

Naturally, any real-world application will have a finite
number of nodes, and the controller can thus always be
tuned for acceptable performance. Our results imply, how-
ever, that such a tuning cannot be done independently of
the network size. Therefore, even though the controller is
implemented in a distributed fashion, its tuning requires
global knowledge.

7.2. Alternative dynamic feedback and nodal dynamics

A natural question to ask is whether there are other dis-
tributed integral control designs for the system (2), which
are not subject to the same performance limitations. In
general, one can set u = z, ż = Az + Bx + Cvm, where
A,B,C are feedback operators. Even with a controller
on this form it is possible to show a result in line with
Proposition 8. It is important to note, however, that the
important property of load sharing is lost if B 6= 0. Load
sharing implies that the control effort in regulating a con-
stant disturbance is shared equally (or proportionally) be-
tween controllers. Therefore, even though a controller with
B 6= 0 can achieve the same performance as static feed-
back, it may not be desirable in practice.

Another important question is that of higher-order
nodal dynamics (here they were of second order). In this
case, the situation differs depending on whether there is
absolute feedback from additional states (such as damp-
ing terms) or only relative feedback. Relative localized
feedback, as we considered here, does not scale well to
large networks with high-order dynamics – stability tends
to be lost [19, Chapter 5]. It is, however, an open question
whether more intricate nodal dynamics (with further ab-
solute states) could be exploited to alleviate performance
limitations.

7.3. Network heterogeneity

The results in this paper were derived under the as-
sumption of spatial invariance. This allowed us to obtain
closed-form expressions for H2 norms and their scalings.
In particular, the assumption enabled an analysis of a type
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of multiplex controller structure (see Figure 1), where the
communication network can differ in connectivity from the
underlying physical network.

Most network applications, however, have other topolog-
ical structures. In such more general network topologies, it
is often possible to derive performance bounds on similar
forms as the results herein using embedding arguments.
See [9] for a more elaborate discussion. This means that
performance limitations that apply to lattices also apply to
general networks that can be embedded in them. This was
also demonstrated through examples in Section 6. Oth-
erwise, the correct generalization of the notion of spatial
dimension, which is important for the scalings discussed
here, was addressed in [3] but remains an open research
question.
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Appendix

Proof of Lemma 9

Recall that â(θ) = −∑k∈Zd ak(1 − cos(θ · k)) and that
the smallest wavenumber is θmin = 2π/L. We establish a
bound for â(θ = 2π/L) as follows (dropping the subscript
of qA):

q∑
k=−q

ak

(
1−cos

(
2πk

L

))

= (a1 + a−1)

(
1−cos

(
2π

L

))
+ . . .+ (aq + a−q)

(
1−cos

(
2πq

L

))
≥ 2amin

2

π2

((
2π

L

)2

+

(
2π ·2
L

)2

+ . . .+

(
2πq

L

)2
)

=
16amin

L2

(
12+ 22+. . .+ q2

)
=

16amin

L2

q(q + 1)(2q + 1)

6
, (23)

where the first inequality follows from the fact that 1 −
cosx ≥ 2/π2x2 if x ∈ [−π, π] and the last equality from
the expression for a sum of a sequence of squares. Now,
if q = c̄L2/3, where c̄ > 0 is a fixed constant, then (23) is

lower bounded by 16amin

L2
2c̄3L2

6 = 32c̄3amin
6 =: δ, which is a

positive constant independent of L. The lemma follows.
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